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Abstract

Start your Abstract here. The abstract is usually only one paragraph, with no more than 120 words. First line is not indented. This is the only part in the entire document that is never indented. And it is always on the second page of the document. Use only when the assignment requires an Abstract.
Title of the Paper in Title Case

First paragraph starts here. This is the actual beginning of the text of the paper. Give the formal, full title in Title Case, exactly as it appears on the title page. The first paragraph will usually be the introduction. Do not including a heading.

Start your second paragraph here. Notice that the page headers appear on all pages of the document. Each page contains the page header and each page is numbered one up consecutively from the title page through the last page of the document. When properly set up in the Headers and Footers function, your computer will handle the consecutive numbering automatically.

Start your third paragraph here. The title page deserves some special mention. Page header are should include Running head, flush left and page number, flush right. Half way down the page, give the following details center-aligned, and double-line spaced. Full Title of the Paper in Title Case, your full name, and name of the institution, in your case it will be Baker College.

Add paragraphs as needed.

Start your last paragraph here. This should be the conclusion of the text, talking about your findings or results. This paragraph may have a heading.
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